SCHOOL COUNCIL REPORTS
MAY, 2016
Vision
“The Berwick Fields School Council is striving for a forward thinking team who share ideas and
experiences by undertaking meaningful projects alongside the students and wider school
community”
Mission
To create a learning environment which allows for our school community to continually grow and
develop so that all members have an opportunity to achieve their best.
Values:
Respect, Co operation, Friendliness and Enthusiasm.

 Managing self and relations with others
Principles
Values
 The school’s values need to be reflected in the way individuals
interact.
Culture
 The school environment must positively influence the development of social competence.
Success is defined as achievement of personal best.
Links


Individuals are empowered by understanding the links between learning, thinking, emotions
and behaviour.

Self


Personal responsibility for each person’s own wellbeing is fostered.

Prevention and Safety
 People who work in safe and secure environments have the best chance to develop a positive
mindset and attitude.
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This report focuses on Student Welfare, Staff Welfare, Parent Welfare, Annual Implementation
Plan, Integration Program, Occupational Health and Safety and Uniform.
2016 Health and Wellbeing Team
This year our Health and Well Being Team is being led by Kerrie Romey and Allison Jackson. We are
continued to be assisted by Mandie Boelen, supporting students with learning difficulties and
working with our Student School Support Officer team. Lara Schendzielorz continues in her role as
Program for Students with Disabilities (PSD) Leader. Chantelle Pereira also continues her role as
Student Support Officer.
CHIPS Chaplaincy & Connect Groups
Our new chaplain Trish has had a great start to the year working with around 30 students in Terms
One and Two. Trish has worked with children in small groups and one on one with these students,
maintaining communication with families and teachers through phone calls and emails. She has
already become a valued member of our school community as she is working closely with students,
families and staff.
Chantelle Pereira has continued to be an invaluable support our HWB team by working extensively
with individual students on a range of wellbeing issues. She has worked in small groups with
transitioning into year levels and friendship issues.
Program for Students with Disabilities (PSD)
Following our PSD application process, all five of our Prep students received PSD funding, all
backdated to the start of the year. Currently we have three Year 6/7 reviews underway and a
number of new applications are being lodged in July for students eligible for funding.
Student Support Group Meetings (SSG)
In Term One our teachers and Education Support (ES) staff convened the Student Support Group
meetings for the families of our students funded through the Program for Students with Disabilities.
These meetings involved evaluating students’ previous goal achievement and setting future goals for
students, focussing on their individual learning needs. Following the SSGs we have sought feedback
from all parties involved about the effectiveness of this process to inform our future meetings.
Learning Needs
Mandie Boelen has worked closely with Giovanna Mercuri (Psychologist), Stephanie Nunez
(Psychologist), Anna Li (Speech Therapist) and Allison Dunkley (Social Worker) to support a large
number of our students who are experiencing learning difficulties, demonstrating medical concerns
and those displaying specific emotional needs. Working together as a team, alongside our Health and
Wellbeing Team, we endeavour to provide the most comprehensive approach to enhance wellbeing
and overall development, through supporting the student, their teachers and their families where
possible. Our Case Team meets every three weeks to review our progress and set priorities for the
Berwick Fields community.
The SSSO team will be presenting to the staff on Monday 9th May in order to provide further
information on their services and overall processes. We see this as a wonderful professional
development opportunity and as a way of enhancing our efforts and making the most of our
opportunities.
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We have also been lucky enough to gain the services of Cathy Morgan (Visiting Teacher, Hearing
Specialist) in 2016 and she currently works with 6 of our students and their teachers on a regular
basis, along with Karina Adams (Visiting Teacher, Vision Specialist) who is supporting the progress of
one student at this stage on a weekly basis. We are currently investigating the option of installing
Sound Field Systems in our school to further support and integrate our eight students with hearing
impairments through applications to the Accessible Buildings Program. This will be of great value to
all of these students and teachers as it assists in enabling greater clarity of sound within a room to all
individuals. SSG meetings were very successful in Term One and we are about to commence the next
round of these. This will enable us to celebrate the effectiveness of the Visiting Teacher program so
far in 2016.
Another aspect that has been of value to our students and families is engaging the services of
‘Futures in Mind’ which provide much needed Psychological support to a range of students
experiencing difficulties. This is a Medicare rebated opportunity that a number of families have opted
to engage with and we are pleased to be able to support this initiative.
The Incredible Flexible You
We have been fortunate to have been offered a new initiative for some of our Prep students, ‘The
Incredible Flexible You’. The program is being facilitated by DEECD Speech Pathologist and
Psychologist Anna Li and Stephanie Nunez one day a week during Term 2. The aim of The Incredible
Flexible You is to help young verbal learners develop the skills they need to be flexible social thinkers
and social problem solvers. Through the experiences of four characters in the storybooks and the
accompanying lessons and music CD, our students learn about the social mind and social
expectations. They will also learn about their own thinking (and that of others) to help them make
better decisions when in the midst of social play and interaction.
Bully Busters Sessions
Michael Shaw and his colleagues from ‘InsideOuted’ will come back to Berwick Fields from Monday
17th May to Friday to deliver the Bully Busters Programs for our students. The following sessions will
be held:
- Cool Calm Kids for Prep – Grade 2 students
- Resilient Kids for Grades 3 and 4
- Empowering Kids for Grades 5 and 6
As with previous years the children are introduced to a range of skills, strategies and language to use
when experiencing bullying situations in an engaging and enjoyable way. The classroom teachers
continue to follow up with these sessions by revising the skills and strategies and using the language
regularly in the classroom and when dealing with incidents.
Michael Shaw will also facilitate a Parent Information Session on Wednesday May 25th in the
staffroom.
A special thanks to Cherie Caserta & Lianna Askraba (Bully Busters Coordinators) for organising the
logistics of the program.
Professional Learning
As mentioned above, an upcoming staff meeting focus will include our SSSO team presenting their
service to our staff. In addition to this we will be spending time unpacking the Victorian Curriculum’s
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‘Physical and Social Capabilities’ and developing our capacity to teach and assess these vital
capabilities that help our students learn for life.

Student Behaviour
During the Setting Up For Success program each class agreed to a Code of Conduct, Class Vision, Class
Mission, Class Values and Consequences. Having the opportunity to set these themselves, students
take greater ownership of their behaviours.
Our Rethink database shows the collection of behavioural incidents occurring across the school
resulting in a Rethink, Timeout or Warning. Our data related to behaviour management reflects the
work that our classroom teachers and yard duty teachers put into making our learning and playing
spaces as safe and effective as possible. The following strategies are in place to improve the
behaviour of students at Berwick Fields:
 School Values of Respect, Friendliness, Cooperation and Enthusiasm
 You Can Do It! Foundations of Organisation, Getting Along, Persistence, Resilience and
Confidence
 Encouraging our children to be ‘Cool Calm Kids’ in all situations by using the ‘3 Step Telling
Rule’ and other strategies from the Bully Busters program and to problem solve with the 4
Steps of Communication
 Behaviour Management Plans for student identified ‘at risk’
One of the goals in Health & Wellbeing is to continue to build the capacity in our staff when working
with our students and maintain consistency of wellbeing processes across the school. We hope to
continue to develop their confidence, resilience and bank of strategies for problem solving, effective,
communication to all parties through Restorative Practice and relationship building.
Rethink Database
With 1026 students we saw only 71 incidents over the first semester which was very positive with
only 17 Rethinks being given over the semester.
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Attendance
Throughout Term 1, 53 students from Grades P – 6 were recorded as having attended school for
under 80% of the term. The attendance of these students is being followed up with a letter home
advising parents of this attendance concern and that their future attendance will continue to be
monitored.
9 students had an attendance rate under 50% of days. Parents of these students have been
contacted alerting them of this attendance issue and discussions have taken place of how we can
support them in improving attendance.
Allison Jackson, Mandie Boelen, Kerrie Romey, Lara Schendzielorz and Chantelle Pereira.
Health and Well Being Leaders

Enabling individuals and groups to act effectively in the world
Principles
Community Building
 Building links with your community strengthens access to additional learning opportunities.


Contribution
To ensure learners have a purpose for learning we need to provide them with opportunities to
use their new knowledge, skills and personal qualities to make a difference to our society.



Social Intelligence
The school actively contributes to the development of human and social capital in the
community in order to support student learning.

Partnerships
 Parents and adult advocates are seen as partners in their children’s learning and are
encouraged to engage themselves in understanding the nature of learning and the
complexities of schooling.
 Students are seen as active partners in Learning and Teaching.




Team Action Learning
Professional Learning teams are used to provide the structure which significantly contributes
to a learning community culture within the school.
Commitment
The school community is committed to students and their learning and are of the belief all
people can learn.
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This report focuses on Professional Development, Community Involvement & Building,
Personal/Professional Development Planning, Parent Participation, Publicity, Student Leadership
Development and Professional Learning Teams.
Family Engagement
The team is growing in strength and numbers with many new families, especially from the Prep area,
joining up and making the most of the opportunities available to them, in and out of the classroom.
The first activity this year’s group engaged in, after the 10th anniversary celebrations, was the
planning and running of the Mother’s Day stall early in May. It was pleasing to see members from
previous years guiding new members through the many tasks involved. This group meets twice or
three times a term and has plans to hold social activities for families to connect with one another, in
the near future. The next meeting is scheduled for May 20th. The date for the whole school Disco has
been set for Friday 17th of June where the Preps to grade 2 students will have the early session
followed by Grades 3 to 6. This is to ensure that even numbers of students participate in both
sessions as the feedback from previous years has shown that the senior years is not as well attended.
Walk Safely to School
As in previous years we have registered to participate in the above healthy and fun filled event. On
Friday May 20th students are able to walk to school in a group, accompanied by an adult. The Family
Engagement team has been invited to participate and lend support escorting students to school and
connect with new families. All participants will receive a sticker on the day.
The two starting points are listed below and walking will commence from 8.30 onwards.
 The Cheese Factory
 Sweeney Reserve
Kinder to Prep Transition
The Preps have transitioned to school well and are now attending school 5 days a week. Staff are
coordinating dates with the Kinder regarding the 2016 – 2017 transition program and these will be
set in the near future. The Prep Team, with support from the Mentors, ran a ‘How to support your
child with writing’ parent workshop for Prep parents on Tuesday 3rd May from 9 – 10am. This had a
terrific attendance with over 30 parents participating in a workshop that provide parents with the
opportunity to support their child’s learning at home. Feedback obtained straight after the session
showed parents felt more confident about to support their child’s learning.
Primary to Secondary Transition
Grade six students have begun the transition process towards year seven. They were involved in an
‘experience day’ at Kambrya College, where they were able to participate in different secondary
school subjects such as home economics, drama, physical education and science. Students were able
to ask questions of some current secondary school students at the conclusion of the day. Families
have received forms for an application for year seven placement that is due back on May 13th. From
there, the transition coordinators will analyse and send off the forms to the respective secondary
schools. By June 22nd, secondary schools will inform us of unsuccessful placements and we will be
required to submit second preferences for those students. By July 29th we will have confirmation of
all students’ secondary school placements with a ‘Summary of Placement Confirmation’ form.
Students will be notified in writing of these placement offers on August 10th. As has happened in the
past Emily Roberts will be attending secondary schools to meet past students to get some data on
how effective they found the transition process in 2015. This will help us to reflect on our processes
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and make any changes for the program in term four. We look forward to helping our grade six
students with the transition process and making it a positive experience for them.
Student Teachers
This semester Berwick Fields has supported 12 student teachers from across Monash, Deakin and
Australian Catholic Universities. As seen in previous years the community link, between Berwick
Fields and student teachers, has been very positive, with an overwhelming amount of students and
universities showing interest in being a part of our school. Communication between student
teachers, mentors and placements coordinator has been very positive and professional. The feedback
from staff supporting the professional placements program has been excellent. To date we have eight
student teachers (four of which are fourth years) to complete future placements with us in semester
2, as well as two students continuing their placements into the second half of the year. All student
teachers have settled in well and made the effort to interact with other teaching staff. How lucky are
we to have such great connections with the wider community?
Student Leadership
During 2016 Amy Coath has been working with the team captains and vice captains to develop their
leadership skills. Through this learning experience the leaders have been engaged in discussions and
reflections about what it means to be a leader. These students are an enthusiastic and passionate
group who bring diverse strengths.
All sixteen student leaders were provided with the optional opportunity to attend the Casey Student
Leader conference. This conference occurred after school and was attend by primary and secondary
schools in the area. This experience provided the student leaders with an opportunity to hear and
learn from inspirational community members about life skills and how to be an effective leader.
When the students reflected on what has been a positive experience in their leadership experience
so far, many of them shared their experience of this conference and their efforts in presenting at
assemblies. At the meetings the Leaders had opportunities to discuss what a leader needs to know,
do and be and completed the ‘Me as Learner’ reflection tool connected to the Philosophy of
Learning. From this each student developed an individualised leadership goal to further develop an
opportunity for improvement. Amy has been in consultation with Kambrya Secondary to establish a
leadership skill building day for these students, similar to the CHIPS Sailing day in the past which is no
long available due to funding. Further sessions this term will continue to work on student goals and
developing their understanding of how they can take responsibility in their role as a student leader.
Junior School Council
Junior School Council meet on a fortnightly basis to share ideas, discuss and plan ways they can best
represent their class in supporting others and implementing fundraising events. This year, the 42
student members are being supported by Sue Johnston and Stephen Gilbert. March 3rd - We spent
time getting to know each other, meeting up with our student buddy as well as what it felt like to be
a Junior School Council member and the tasks involved. It is hoped that having a student buddy will
provide students (particularly those in the junior grade) with a familiar face to sit with so they can
hopefully form a bond and support each other at meetings and future events. Students then worked
in their groups to brainstorm whole school ideas/activities that JSC could run throughout the year
and share these with their class mates. March 17th - Mrs. Gaymer came to remind students about
our 10th Anniversary celebration carnival being held Saturday 19th March. She encouraged students
and their families to pre purchase their wrist band. Pre purchase price $20.00. On the day price
$25.00. Students shared their grade’s fundraising ideas and possible charities to support. They
included: Animal shelter, RCH, Homeless people, Cancer, RSPCA, Hospital, Provide food, Habitats,
Rebuilding burnt down houses, Africa, Make a Wish Foundation, Support wildlife shelter, Donate to
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children, Star Wars Day, Movie Day (Pay to watch), Special lunch day, Colour Day, Crazy Hair Day,
Paper plane contest, Art Show, Singing, drawing, pin the tail, dancing, Lego contests, A cubby area for
prep – 2, Pyjama Day, Food Drive, Clothing donation. April 21st - We discussed ways that Berwick
Fields has supported the ‘Food Pantry’ housed at the Church of Christ and we shared information
sent to us by Colin Johanson (food pantry coordinator). The students were unanimous in wanting to
support this local charity. Sue and Stephen arranged to meet with Mr. Johanson (April 28th) and have
invited him to our next meeting (May 5th) so that he can speak with students and share who benefits
from the food pantry and how they can help. We also discussed the possibility of students going on a
walking excursion to the Church of Christ to see the food pantry and help deliver our donations. The
proposed date is yet to be confirmed.
Lunchtime clubs
Students are offered clubs during most lunchtimes ranging from Meditation, Garden, Friendship and
I.T. The clubs run weekly, at no cost, and are usually open to all ages. In the meditation club
approximately 8-10 students attend regularly - mostly girls but a few boys with most participants
from grades 1-3. Breathing guided mediation, relaxation stories with music in the background and
images on the screen are used. The garden club number attending can vary from week to week; the
average would be around 25. The majority of the students coming to garden club are from prep and
grade 1. Each week children look at something that is happening seasonally in the garden. This may
include looking at what needs to be harvested, watering, using their senses to identify herbs growing
in the garden, feeding the chickens or potting up a plant to take home. Soon students will be looking
at things that can be grown in the winter and how to care for these crops. The students have settled
in well to what our expectations are in the garden and move around in a safe and sensible manner
while respecting what we have growing. The Friendship club is the newest addition and is growing in
numbers and gives students opportunities play with their friends whilst expanding friendships with
children from other grades, in a positive and safe environment.
Community Singing Group
This group continues to meet regularly on Friday after school and is growing in membership with
more than 20 students and 6 adults choosing to participate after school. This includes Carol Ray, one
of our Performing Art teachers, who volunteers an hour of her time, each week. The choir performed
four songs at the recent 10th anniversary celebrations and is planning to perform again at this year’s
Christmas concert.
10th Anniversary Celebrations- Reflections
The costs to bring this event to life were as follows:
 Expenditure for the rides, inflatables, BBQ supplies, St Johns etc. $18,572.77
 Revenue from the sale of wrist bands, stall holders and silent auctions was $22,382.37
TOTAL PROFIT = $3809.60.
This was not a fund raising event and discussion as to where the profit could be allocated in the
future, will follow in due course. Although the weather was appalling, leading up to the big
celebrations, we were lucky enough to experience reasonably stable conditions on the actual day. For
safety reasons this meant that we had to re-design the layout of many of the rides and stalls which
affected the how things appeared on the day. A Survey Monkey, (created on 4th of April), reflects this
as suggestions for improvement included having all the rides on the oval as well as more market
stalls. 78 attendees (43 parents, 33 staff & 2 other) responded positively to the organisation,
activities and when the event was held. A more polarised view occurred with the cost of the wrist
bands, which included all the rides, at $20. The hiring company’s policy was such that they would not
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split each of the rides as single tickets. The only individual activity, included in the wrist band
available on the day, was the animal farm (at $2). This however, was an independent hiring company.
In terms of experiencing a community spirit 68 of those who responded somewhat agreed, agreed or
strongly agreed with this statement and 9 disagreed. Comments such as “Lots of people having a
good time and a sense of community was felt throughout”, “a relaxed day for students to have fun
and seeing teachers having fun. Our child was super excited to be going to school on a weekend”,
“Having staff, family and community members involved meant that there was a greater sense of
community spirit”. The most common themes that came up were respondents nominating that we
should have an event, such as a fete, every second year, however less than 20% would be interested
in planning it. In terms of suggestions for the future, the cost of single rides, face painting and more
activities for older children were also mentioned. Overall, attendees were very pleased with the
celebrations on the day. Appreciation certificates will be posted out to all those who generously
donated to the silent auction in due course.
10th Anniversary Celebrations- Plans for the future
O’Briens’ Real Estate will be redoing the main advertising board, originally placed in the corner of
Gwendoline and Centre Road and invite the community to get involved in producing a memorabilia
coffee table book containing stories, photos and memories from the last 10 years. We are looking for
enthusiastic members, especially past families, to join a steering committee to bring this project to
life. It is envisaged that participating families will purchase books on a needs basis. Please help
support this event by spreading the word out in the community. Any interest or queries please let me
know as soon as possible.
Suzy Gaymer
Community Development Leader



Understanding the world in which we live in

Principles
Responsibility
 Give the learner increasing responsibility and ownership for their learning.
Future
 Learning is increasingly global, adaptable to change and enabled by technology.
Learning
 Knowledge, skills and behaviours need to be developed within and across disciplines in order to
prepare students for success.
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Authenticity
 School learning must be connected to life and career learning.
Monitoring
 Accurate monitoring and assessment of progress is essential.
Pedagogical Intelligence
 If you know ’how to learn’ then this knowledge can be applied to a variety of situations.
This report focuses on: VELS Implementation, Literacy (including Early Years), Numeracy (including
Early Years), Middle Years, Learning Technologies, Environmental Education, Extended Learning,
Annual Implementation Plan and Special Programs.
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Amy Coath
Essential Learnings Leader

 Improving the capacity of individuals, groups and the school to have a positive impact in the world.
Principles



Support
Managing and monitoring learning is seen as a major responsibility of all community members.
Improvement
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The school must understand and use strategies that lead to sustained improvement.

This report focuses on Demographic data, Human, Financial and Physical Resource Management,
School Strategic Plan, Annual Implementation Plan, Annual Report, Performance and Development
Accreditation, Induction, Policy & Process Development, Assessment and Reporting, Peer
Facilitation and Special Projects.
General
EDUCATION STATE 2016 BUDGET
As you know, the 2016-17 State Budget was handed down in Parliament last week. It makes a record
investment in school infrastructure — $1.1 billion — with construction projects to take place across
the state to support our schools and local communities most in need. A dedicated new school
building authority is being established to deliver the biggest ever investment in school infrastructure
projects. The Victorian School Building Authority (VSBA) will manage the 147 major school upgrades
and 23 new schools announced as part of this budget. It will oversee all school building projects and
other community infrastructure including early childhood settings and community hubs. (Four new
schools will be opening in the City of Casey/Cardinia at the start of 2017. All four schools have had
their Principals appointed and these people are now working with their new communities, the
Department and Private Industry to have their school’s up and running by the start of the next school
year).
The Authority will be part of the Department of Education and Training and will be led by a chief
executive officer. It is focused on bringing together the Department’s expertise in project
management, the latest ideas in design, and above all, delivery of a large-scale infrastructure
program for communities. The VSBA will work directly with local communities, businesses and
stakeholders to make sure new schools and community infrastructure are the right fit for their
communities. The Victorian School Building Authority will be formally launched in June. I encourage
you to read the Budget papers and supporting materials that detail the Government’s spending
across all portfolios.
See: Victorian Budget 2016-17 and Victorian Budget 2016-17: DET Budget Highlights
VISIT BY SCHOOLS FROM WOLLONGONG AREA OF NEW SOUTH WALES
A couple of weeks ago we were visited by fourteen teachers from three primary schools in the
Wollongong area who wanted to look at our learning and teaching program and facilities in
connection to the ‘engagement of our students’. They were extremely impressed by the quality of
the school tour they participated in – led by two grade 6 students. They were overwhelmed by the
diversity of the learning environments we have been able to provide for our students compared to
their own schools and other schools they had been visiting on their tour i.e kitchen/garden, theatre,
Bamboozled, gymnasium, wetlands and playground areas. They met with Tanya Whiteside, our
Engagement Mentor, and Tanya talked to them about the importance of good learning behaviours
within the learning process , student portfolios, feedback, the notion of student responsibility etc.
They also visited classrooms to observe the strategies we put in place to build the engagement of our
students.
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Enrolment Information
As of today (4th May) our enrolment is 1026, a decrease of 3 students on the last report (Feb 2016).
Preps: 120. Year 1: 144. Year 2: 140. Year 3: 150. Year 4: 146. Year 5: 183. Year 6: 143.
At the moment the class sizes are:
Preps. (6 classes): 19 to 21.
Year 1 (6 classes): 24.
Year 3 (6 classes): 24 to 26.
Year 5 (7 classes): 26 to 27.

Year 2 (6 classes): 22 to 25.
Year 4 (6 classes): 23 to 26.
Year 6 (4 classes): 27 to 30.

Accommodation
We have four spare classrooms which we have tagged as ‘Visual Arts’, ‘Garden’ and Year 6 Support.

Staffing
Courtney Bennetts, who has been working at Berwick Fields since 2010, has decided to retire from
teaching and spend more time with her young family and the family business. Courtney had been
providing leadership release to some of our Professional Learning Team Leaders this year. Courtney
has proven herself to be a wonderful classroom teacher and staff member during her time at Berwick
Fields and we will miss her. Jess Norder will return from family leave in term 3 to replace Courtney.
Ben Boersma has taken leave without pay for the remainder of 2016 to see what it is like to work at
Healesville Sanctuary as an Education Officer. He has been replaced by Heidi Gilbert until term 3
when Emma Griffiths will return from family leave.
Sandi McConnon has been granted leave without pay until the end of 2016 to see how living in
Queensland would be like. We are working on securing a replacement for terms 3 and 4.

Financial Statements
See reports.

Major & Minor Works Program Update.
Minor maintenance undertaken by Russell our handyman. Lights throughout the school have been
progressively replaced. External speakers
OH&S and Asbestos Audit
A few weeks ago the Department of Education conducted an asbestos audit at our school and we
received their report this week. In the report asbestos was found in the silicone mastic that assists
the glass pane to remain in the window frame of some portable classrooms (rooms 8, 9, 10, 11, 40,
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41, 42, 43 and the Enviro Ed room). With asbestos it is not dangerous unless disturbed. The
recommendations from the audit report are that:
 We put signage in these areas making people aware of the risk;
 If a window is broken and needs to be replaced we will notify a specialist company recommended
by the Department to come in and remove it, replacing it with a non asbestos window out of
school hours.
This was the only area that asbestos was found. I read with interest that the Victorian Government
has budgeted $28 million dollars towards removing asbestos from Victorian schools and we will be
working hard to secure some of that money to replace the windows mentioned above.
Evacuation Practice
Last Wednesday we had a successful evacuation practice (pretend gas leak in the library) where we
were able to use, for the first time, the Berwick Church of Christ indoor facilities to evacuate to.
Moving the entire school (more than a thousand people) over to the Church took us only five minutes
and another five minutes to have everyone seated inside. I would like to thank staff, students and
volunteers for their co operation, as well as the Church. It is great to know that our evacuation plan
is an effective one.

Eco Cubby
We are still waiting for the final plans so that we can meet with the Department to determine the
best course of action with respect to building the cubby. At the moment the steel fabricators are
holding up the process.

School Strategic Plan, Annual Implementation Plan and Annual Report.
The 2015 Annual Report and 2016 Annual Implementation Plan have all been submitted to the
Department of Education after being approved by School Council. As part of the Framework for
Improving Student Outcomes (FISO) we will be focussing on ‘Building Practice Excellence’ and
‘Curriculum Planning and Assessment’. In particular we will be implementing the following key
improvement strategies:






Develop a shared understanding of the way we implement best practices in designing for
learning and teaching through formal Mentoring opportunities;
Improve the school wide approach to learning and teaching by embedding exemplary
teaching practice and build our capacity to take responsibility for individual and cohort
growth;
Build staff capacity to use formative and summative data to inform planning for learning at a
cohort and class level; and
Enhance planning documents at a school and cohort level to identify clear end outcomes and
effective strategies to work towards these goals.

A couple of important initiatives, aimed at helping to achieve the above, are:
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 Professional learning teams implementing a shared performance and development goal that
is evidence based and focusses on building practice excellence; and
 Improving teacher understanding of the General Capabilities in the Victorian Curriculum, their
connection to our Philosophy of Learning and using learning intentions to set goals for
students to achieve.

General Business Notes
1) Student Led Conferences, Tuesday 14th of June
At Berwick Fields Primary School we aim to give our students increasing responsibility and ownership for their
learning so they can develop into independent, lifelong learners.
One of the best ways we can involve the students in their own learning is to have them conduct, and participate
in, a ‘Student Led Conference’. This means that your child will lead a fifteen minute discussion with you
and their teacher about their learning. If there is some matter that you particularly want to discuss without your
child being present you are welcome to make an alternative appointment with the teacher at any time. In
addition, you are welcome to meet with our specialists teachers in the event that you want to discuss aspect of
your students’’ learning further.
We believe that a ‘Student Led Conference’ is an authentic way to encourage the students to take
responsibility for their own learning, actions and decisions. This process also demonstrates to the students
that we positively support their learning. It acknowledges the value we place on their views and the respect we
have for their opinions. It also clearly demonstrates that, together, we will support their learning and celebrate
their achievements.
We are continuing with our online system for booking an interview time. You will be able to book your child/ren(s)
conference from the comfort of your own home and get instant confirmation. You will also receive an email
confirmation of your time so that you cannot forget, as well as the flexibility to logon to change or check your
interview details at any time.
The details to book your Student Led Conference are outlined below. If you do not have access to the internet you
are more than welcome to use the school’s computers to book your time. The office staff are also able to book
your time so please contact them on 8786 9988 if you are unable to access the system yourself. Please check the
details you are entering are 100% correct first though!
We hope you find this process user friendly and environmentally friendly! We look forward to working in
partnership with you.
School Interviews Login Details

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Enter website address: www.schoolinterview.com.au and enter school code into the box:
Register your Name and Email Address
Collect the numerical PIN that is sent to your email address instantly.
Return to the website and continue to book your conference time
Type in your child/ren’s first name/s
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Click ‘Go to bookings’
Choose your year level
Add your class
Select your meeting time from those available
Click Make Booking (repeat steps 7,8 and 9 for each child)
Click Finished

Please note that School Council, in support of these conferences, has agreed to an early finish time of 12:00 pm
on this day so that there can be adequate discussion time for each conference. Children who cannot be collected
early will be supervised at school.
Students should be collected from their classrooms from 11:30 to 11:50am. Parents will sign their children
out with the classroom teacher and do not need to go to the office.
Students not collected by 11:50 will be:
 in the Theatre if their conference time is before 3:15pm
 in the Gym if their conference time is after 3.15pm
We are all looking forward to this special opportunity and hope that you enjoy this experience.
Amanda Ellaby
Assistant Principal
Don’t forget to complete our student report survey which you can access via the school website. We
really do appreciate your feedback to ensure our reports meet your needs as well as the students.
Please return the slip below to your child’s class teacher.
----------------------------------------------------------------Student-Led Conferences: Tuesday 14th June 2016
Child’s Name: __________________________________________

Grade: _____________

Parent/Guardian’s Names: ____________________________________________________________
Due to student led conferences taking place on Tuesday 14 th June I give permission for my child to:


be picked up from their classroom between 11:30 and 11:50 by _______________

Students not collected by this time will be:
 in the Theatre if their conference time is before 3:15pm
 in the Gym if their conference time is after 3.15pm
Signed: ______________________________________________
2. Asbestos Report – any discussion?
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(name of adult)

